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Banish Possessor Invented by Johnny Bremer 
 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Abjuration 

Range : Touch 

Components : V, S, M 

Duration : Permanent 

Casting Time : 8 hours 

Area of Effect : Creature or object touched 

Saving Throw : Neg. 

 

This spell enables the priest to banish one spirit from any one creature or object. The priest must pronouns the true name 

of the spirit to be banished and command it to return to its place or origin. The spell cannot destroy the spirit only send it 

back to wherever it came from. If the spirit successfully makes a saving throw vs. spell it is banished, but may return and 

possess the creature or object it possessed before or any other within close vicinity. Otherwise it is completely banished 

and cannot attempt to possess anything or anyone present during this ritual. The material component is a small golden 

bell and the priests holy-symbol. The bell is to be hung around the neck of the creature or in contact with the object. 

This prevents the spirit from attempting possession. 

 

Bundle of Trouble Invented by Hogan 

(Divination) 

 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Charm 

Range : 25 yards 

Components : V, S, M 

Duration : Special 

Casting time : 5 

Area of Effect : 25 feet radius 

Saving Throw : None 

 

When this prayer has been said and the small box (the material component) is opened towards the targeted area, bad 

luck and trouble springs forth to engulf those present in that area. No saving throw is allowed, and the next action taken 

by those affected will cause them to fumble (much as per the wizardly Fumble spell). What kind of fumble depends 

upon the action taken, the use of a tool could cause it to break, movement causes creatures to trip, fall or stumble etc., its 

totally up to the DM. Attacks or similar can be determined in a similar way to cause maximum effect, but a fumble-table 

can come in handy. 

 

Charics Wrath Invented by TOK 

 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Combat 

Range : 0 

Components : V, S, M 

Duration : Special 

Casting time : 3 

Area of effect : Caster  

Saving Throw : None 

 

This spell enables the caster to imbue a weapon with the power to hit a monster that normally requires magical weapons. 

The prayer will give the caster the plusses that his level can bestow (base: +1, + 1 per 5
th

 level). Note that these bonuses 

only counts for hit and damage, not initiative, weapon saves or whatever magical plusses would normally affect. The 

spell will work until the caster has made a total number of hits, equal to 8 hits + 1 per level, or until 1 turn + 1 round/2 

level has passed, whatever happens first. 

The holy water that is the component in this spell, must have been purified and sanctified during a special process in 

which the caster meditates and prays to his god. This process takes a full day per holy water font to be affected. Besides 

the Holy Water, the caster my also be in possession of his Holy Symbol. Furthermore, the weapon which is to gain the 

power, must have been created by a priest or devoted follower of the same God as the one the caster is worshipping. 

Charic prayed for this power in order to gain an advantage when fighting undead especially, because of his lacking 

turning abilities, but also to gain power enough to fight other magical monsters. 

 



Dangerous Journey Invented by Hogan 

(Abjuration) 

Reversible 

 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Travel 

Range : 25 yards 

Components : V, M 

Duration : 1 day/level 

Casting Time : 1 round 

Area of Effect : 1 party 

Saving Throw : Special 

 

A minor curse muttered by priests of various traveling and adventuring deities, this prayer is designed to make the future 

travels of a particular party more perilous. For a timespan equal to 1 day per level of the caster, any overland travel by 

the targeted party will generate twice as high chances for any random encounter with hostile monsters, bandits and their 

like, including natural catastrophes. As the curse only affects travel, nothing will happen if the affected party decides to 

wait out the duration of the spell on the local inn, not doing any travels. 

The spell will affect one single party of up to 10 members. At least one of them shall be targeted as the spell is cast, but 

still the caster must know either the party’s traveling name or the name of every member of the party. This knowledge is 

the required component of the prayer. To avoid the effect of the curse, a saving throw made by the weakest member (no 

chain is more powerful than its weakest link!) of the party must be successfully made.  

The reverse spell, Safe Journey, effectively halves the chances of any random hostile encounter. 

 

Detect Possession Invented by Johnny Bremer 
 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Divination 

Range : Touch 

Components : V, S, M 

Duration : Instantaneous 

Casting Time : 1 turn 

Area of Effect : The caster 

Saving Throw : None 

 

By means of this spell the priest is able to detect any abnormal presence of spirits within a creature or object touched. 

The spell reveals the number and general nature (evil, neutral, benign) of each inhabiting spirit. The material 

component, are a book of spirits and the priests holy symbol. 

 



Fog of Laziness Invented by Hogan 

 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Weather 

Range : 200 yards 

Component : V, S, M 

Casting Time : 1 round 

Duration : 1 turn/level 

Area of effect : 90 square feet/level 

Saving Throw : ½ 

 

At the word of the priest, a thin veil of fog will seep out of the ground, covering an area of 90 square feet per level of the 

caster. Everybody caught in or entering the fog is affected if they stay in it for at least 1 full round. Leaving the fog will 

not cause the effect to cease, it will still remain for the duration of the spell. Light and moderate winds will cause the fog 

to move, spreading the effect. Stronger winds will dissipate the fog, but those once affected, will still suffer from the 

effects. 

The fog will cause the creatures caught by it suffering from severe laziness, effectively giving them a penalty of –2 (A 

successful saving throw reduces this to -1) to all checks that refers to reactions and movements. Hence initiative, attacks, 

saves against being surprised and several ability and proficiency checks are penalized. The creature affected simply 

cannot fully concentrate on the task, its spirit is just not completely in the job. It will spend most of its time, thinking on 

how to get easy by the job, to relax and perhaps how to have a rest. If left completely alone, there is a 30% chance that 

the creature decides to take a nap. 

If used in combination with a natural fog, the source of the laziness that suddenly grips people is nicely disguised, and 

only magic will reveal that something is amiss. 

The material components for this spell is a piece of transparent cloth and a pint of sand. 

 

Lesser Elemental Attack Invented by Sation 
 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Elemental 

Range : 10 miles 

Components : V, S 

Duration : Special 

Casting Time : 1 turn 

Area of Effect : Special 

Saving Throw : None 

 

In order to make this ritual a "clean" place is needed. This means that the caster must be in a place where he cannot be 

disturbed by even the smallest amount of sound (no doors slamming, no one talking to him etc.). Also, the caster must be 

in an area sacred to his God, if it isn't in his normal temple, he must spend 48 hours becoming familiar with the area. 

In order to prepare for the summing, the caster must draw a protection circle, using the holy symbol of his God. 

By the help of Sation's Lesser Elemental Attack the priest will be able to summon a swarm of Elemental Kins (Sylph, 

Pech, Salamander, Nereid), from an element chosen by the priest, numbering 1/5 of the casters level. 

The Elementals will appear right in the front of the caster and he will be completely in control of them if he stands in his 

holy Circle of Protection, otherwise they will attack and kill him instantly. When the summoning is finished, the priest 

will enter a trance and he will be able to see through one of the Elementals' eyes, guiding the others through this one. 

The Elementals have to be given a quest immediately, or they will disappear again, They will follow any mission, even if 

it is a pure suicide mission. The caster must know the location and the way to the target and he must guide the 

Elementals all the way. The Elementals will not be invisible on their trip, unless other spells are used, but they cannot 

come from the caster since he must concentrate on the Elementals. 

The Elementals will continue to serve the caster until his concentration is broken, the mission is accompliced, or the 

Elementals are destroyed. 

 



Paranoia Invented by Esben Gad 
Reversible 

 

Level : 3
rd

  (Priest) 

Sphere : Charm 

Range : 45 feet 

Components : V, S 

Duration : 10 rounds + 1/level 

Casting Time : 4 

Area of Effect : 1-6 creatures 

Saving Throw : Neg. 

 

This spell will cause up to 6 (1d6) creatures of up to 5 Hit Dice to become extremely paranoid for 10 rounds plus one 

round extra for each level the caster has achieved. A successful Saving Throw vs. Spells aborts the effect of the 

Paranoia spell, a +1 to the Saving Throw is granted for every 5 intelligence-point of the creature. 

The creatures affected by this spell will believe that everyone, even his friends, want to cause him harm. This will make 

him so busy watching his back, even in the middle of a fight, that he gets a penalty of -2 to his attack rolls, and 

everybody who's not attacking from behind, gets a +1 to hit. Furthermore, there is a 20% chance that he cannot keep his 

concentration at a level so he can cast spells, and there is also a 35% chance, that the subject will believe his allies are 

conspiring against him. He will even start accusing them for this, because he will be absolutely sure that they are doing 

so. 

The Reverse of this spell, Confidence, affects 3-12 (3d4) creatures of up to 6 Hit Dice and cause them to feel completely 

safe. Because of this, they get -2 to their Surprise Roll. 

A Confidence spell can also dispel a Fear spell. 

 

Trap Gas Invented by Hogan 

(Alteration) 

 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Elemental (Air)/Guardian  

Range : 25 yards  

Components : V, S 

Duration : 2 rounds/level 

Casting Time : 5 

Area of Effect : 1 creature 

Saving Throw : Neg. 

 

This spell was originally designed and used by priests of Lathander the Morninglord in their battle against the Vampire 

Dukes of Windswept Mountain. The spell proved the doom of these fell beings as they were unable to use their normal 

way of escape when they had faced the wrath of the crusaders. Others later took on the prayer as a way to deal with other 

menaces relying on such means of escape. 

Simply put, the spell is cast against a creature is gaseous or similar form, engulfing it in a shimmering sphere of force 

roughly 5 feet in diameter, which effectively contains it, hovering in the place where it was caught. For as long as the 

creature caught stays in its gaseous form, it is caught in a sphere which doesn’t yield and doesn’t take damage from 

magic, except for cancelling spells like Dispel Magic, leaving the creature caught but open. Should the creature assume 

normal corporal form, the spell is instantly dispelled. Targeting creatures capable of assuming gaseous form but 

currently resides in a more normal form, causes the spell to fail. Only when the target is in a none-corporal form does the 

spell take effect. 

To avoid being caught, the targeted creature is allowed a saving throw vs. spell with a –2 penalty. 

The spell works effectively against Vampires, Ogre Mages, Vampiric Mists and similar creatures. 

 



Weapon Skill Invented by Hogan 

(Abjuration) 

 

Level : 3
rd

 (Priest) 

Sphere : Divination 

Range : Touch 

Components : V, S, M 

Duration : 5 rounds/level 

Casting time : 8 

Area of Effect : One creature 

Saving Throw : Neg. 

 

This prayer is much like the 1
st
 level prayer, Skill at Work, except that it makes the priest benefit from another persons 

skill at weapons. When a being is touched and fails its saving throw, the caster receives all knowledge the person had 

about the skill at arms. The priest can then use the proficiencies, even if it’s a specialization that a priest normally cannot 

take (the prayer still doesn’t allow the priest to uses weapons he is forbidden to use). 

If the weapon proficiencies are given freely, no saving throw are necessary, but the knowledge is still stripped from the 

persons mind for the duration of the spell. 

The material component of the spell is the casters holy symbol and a finely crafted miniature weapon of a value no less 

than 300 gp. 

 


